"Don't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
b ecause, like democracy and
freedom , many people you'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to ,
get it for you."
Alice Duer Miller
»

-.

GEORGE WALD

LECTURES ON "TH E
ORIGIN OF LIFE ,"
TONIG HT 8:00

¦

Barbara Ward, British Weekend for
Campus Chest
Economist, To Lecture Has Definite Goal
At Colby On March 8

The Campus Chest Committee,
with Pete Lockwood and Carol Conway as co-chairmen, Jane Daib as
secretary, Pat Richmond as publicity
chairman and Bob Bruce as treasur er , has been planning a full weekend this year for Campus Chest—
March 13-17. Cooperation of all
Colby students and organizations on
campus . .during this time result in
aiding students throughout the world
as well as here at Colby. The proceeds of all the events are given to
students. Fifty per cent will remain here on campus ; thirty of
which goes toward Student Government Scholarships and twenty to the
"Pop", Newman Loan Fund. The
other fifty per cent goes to students
off campus ; forty to the World University Service anil ten to the Negro
Scholarship Fund.
The fund ,raising campaign will-be
Continued on Page Eight

Friday evening, March 83 in the Women 's Union, Miss Barbara
Ward, British economist, lecturer, and writer, will deliver an Averill
Lecture' entitled "Asia and me West." President Bixler urges a
large turnout for the occasion as he believes that "a fine at tend an ce
will stimulate Miss Ward to her best effort. "
Miss / Ward , considered one of the foremost economists in the
world , has a reputation for being a thorough economist with a remarkably clear, head. She is respected for her devotion to ah ideal
jfoint of vie-w gropnded in fact and her surety that right will triumph.
As an influen tial writer, Miss Ward is known f o r her clarity and aim
in h elping people to understand the problems confronting the world.
Furthermore she has great powers of public speaking and is magnetic
on the lecture stand. Miss Ward is much in public demand, and is
greeted with great acclaim, wherever she goes. Golby has sought to
brin g her ' here for six years, and it is a triumph for the collese to do
so at this time.
Miss Ward , who was cited as "one
of the most widely read and most
inf luenti al persons in the entir e
Western world," when she received
an honorary LL.D degree from
The Women's Student League
Smith College in 1949, has been the voted into effect on March 19£h a
foreign editor of the British weekly new s i mp lified demerit" system. By
''Economist" since 1940. A governor this revised system, o ff enses , which
of the British Broadcasting Corpor- prev ious ly h ave been treat ed singu - Heading off a busy round of activation since 1946, and a former mem- larly, are now put on a cumulative ities which, dlong with such things
ber of its celebrated "Brain Trust" basis. la this system, the women as Comprehensive Exams, will be
discussion panel, Miss "Ward is will have much more leeway regard- keeping the Seniors , well occupied
known to Americans as a lecturer ing petty offenses , s ince no action from now till, Commencement,, will
not only on economic topics but on can now be taken against them until he the Senior Class Banquet, March
the role of Catholicism in the modern they have been fined ten demerits.
7. To he held at 6 p.m. in* Roberts
world. She is also the author of the
The Women? s Student League Union , this affair will feature an
hook "The West at Bay," in which felt that , ''jcampusing'; was heginning 'address, by Professor . 'Bershheider
she advocates the formation of a to lose its effectiveness. The*revisecl of the History Department, who
Western European economic union. demerit system would give a more should, per usual, prove quite
Miss Ward was born in York, positive attitude towards penalties, thougM-provoking,
A short' business meeting will take
England in 1914. She received her and an opportunity for individual
place at the banquet, during which
schooling at the Sorbonne in Paris improvement.
Furthermore, the "repeated offen- reports will be made, to the Class reand graduated from Oxford with
highest honors in politics, philoso- ders " of dormitory regulations will garding Senior commencement activphy, and economics. She then ac- now appear before interdorm coun- ities, the Senior Picnic, Senior Ball,
cepted a post graduate Vernon Har- cil when they have accumulated ten caps and go wns , budget , the class
court scholarship which enabled her demerits ., while girls who have for- gift, invitation, and the Senior
for the next three years to spend gotten only two or three minor regu- Breakfast. Also, class marshalls will
most of her summers abroad, study- lations will be more fairly , treated. be elected at that time by the class,
ing conditions in several countries, This system will allow the dorm from a "slate of nominations to he
among them Italy and Austria, councils to function as house govern- presented. All Seniors are cordially
while giving university extension ing bodies instead of as penalty invited to attend this Banquet, for
Continued on Page Seven'
which there is no charge.
lectures during the winters to
workers' groups. In 1935. appeared
her first book, a brief study; of the
colonial question entitled "The International Share-Chit," which attracted the ' attention of. Geoffrey
Crowther, editor of the "Economist , " He invited her to contribute
articles! on foreign affairs to that
"The Roaring Twenties"' is the . theme of the fraternity-sorority
periodical j and in 1939 sho joined show to be held on March 16; The Hangout Committee is again
"the regular staff of the' weekly.
sponsoring the show.
Miss Ward, whose socialism is deThis year for the first time the variety show is being planned arid
scribed as ' 'mitigated by her strong
Catholicism" is, she declares, "a directed in affiliation with Campus Chest. Admission will be 50c,
believer in., planned economy, with while each of the performers will pay 25c. All proceeds will go to
more thought for the content of Campus Chest. For some time Hangout Committee has been working
policy, for its pu rpose and there- on the idea of having a central theme, thereby unifying the entire
fore for priorities,, than for strucshow, Formerly, the production consisted of independent numbers
ture." A bo-author of the book "A
Christian Basis for tho Post-War given by each,fraternity and sorority with a master-of-ceremonics atWorld" <1941), ' sho also has con- tempting to keep the show running smoothly.
tributed many articles to various
Several revisions have been made in addition to having a central
Catholic 'publications. ; Hor writings them. ¦ There w,ill be 13 seven-minute skits given by each of the
aro also frequently published . in
fraternities and sororities. Each will be limited to a maximum of
"Tho Atlantic Monthly, " "Harper 's
1
Magazine?," "Foreign( Affairs, " and eight pprfbrmcrs. In contrast to the practice of having a master-ofceremonies, there will be entertainment between the acts. A Grand
"Tho Times Magazinei!"
Barbara Ward made her first visit Finale in. tho true 1920 fashion with^ all members of the cast will'be
to tlio United Spates in 1942,, and included , There will also be a chorus, dance group, and band , all of
returned to study trends of Ameri- which will r
iot be confined to members of sororities and fraternities.
can opinion . in ' 1947, ( Sho made The show will be set in "Club 57," Colby 's version of a "classy" night
numerou s tiddressosi notably on
club typ ical of the Twenties, Bob Brolli is the dramatic director, while
"America 's Town Mooting of , tho
Air " and at the Now York "Heral d Debbie Robson is the musical director for these betweeri-numbers
Tribune liWum." Hor books "Tho productions.
'
,
West At Bay " and "Turkey" havo
The competition will be arranged the same as has been the custom
boon hailed in this country as , "in- in tiro past. A cornrmttee' will jud ge die best performance of both the
,
formed , intelligent, and irriprossivoi".
',and Sororities.'
fraternities
'
;
Another hook, ' "Policy 1 For, The
These revisions have bpen presented to .-each of the fraternities and
Wosfc" ; was Colby's Booicrof-tho;
' . sororities. ,
Yonr several years ago.

Improved Demerit
System Instigated

Senior Agenda
Lists Banquet

Variety Show Revised;
Roaring 'Id' s f eatured

Dean Marriner Assumes
Colhy Historian Position
Dr. Cary Writes
For Britannica

Dr. Uichard Gary, assistant prof essor . of English" and advisor for
American Literature majors, has received a request from the Encyclopedia Britannica to write an. article
on Sarah--*> Orne .Jewett. Walter
Yust, chief editor of the Encyclopedia, has asked Dr. Cary to submit his article "for the forthcoming
edition of the Britannica.
The request has resulted probably
from Dr. Gary's «recent hook, ."Letters of Sarah Orne Jewett," published by the Colhy College Press
last November. In this book ,Dr.
Cary has edited and commented on
the works of one of Maine's foremost female writers, filling in biographical details absent in another
book on Miss Jewett. •
Dr. Cary has made a study of Miss
Jewett' s works primarily because of
her appeal as a colorful writer, representing late nineteenth century
American Litez*ature. As the first
lady of Maine Literature, according
to Dr. Cary, Sarah Orn e Jewett expresses authentic and genuine feeling in her characterizations and settings. Thus, her works have' become
a fascinating subj ect for study and
analysis.

Harvard Professor
Views Middle East

Bruce Hopper, Associate Professor
of Government at Harvard University, will spoak on ' "Russian Policy
in tho Middle East" in the Qabriolson lecture series on March 5 at 4
p.m. in the Keyes Building.
Mr, Hoppor attended tho University ' of Mxmtuna before coming to
Harvard 'College. In 1918 ho* received a B,S, degree and now holds
an, A.M. and , a Ph.D. also from
Harvard. Bis graduate work was
done at Sorbonno and Oxford 'University.
v
As a specialist ,on history and
politics of tho Tar East, Mr. Hoppor
frequently iittomiptod his 'teaching
career to do work for the government
and U. 8; Air Force, Ho was tho
official historian for the U, S. Strategic Air Forces in Jfiu.ropo and. ho
spent a largo part of tlio war years
in tho European Theater gathering
Continued on Page Eight

President Bixler has announced ,,
that Dean Marriner shall retire at
the end ,of this year as Dean of the •
Faculty and take over the position as
official historian for the college. The
President stated that, "We find an
increasing need for an up-to-date
history of Colby, and I can think
of no other man more capable for
the job than Dean Marriner. " The
Dean will remain at Colby while
•writing the history and take up his
two English courses, ".The History
of the English Language" and another to be announced at a later
date. No replacement has been announced as yet for the retiring Dean. /
Author of "Kennebec Yesterdays "
Dean Marriner has served Colby
as Librarian, Professor of Bibliography, Professor of English, and
Dean of both Men and the Faculty.
He has written other books about
Maine, the most notable being!,
"Kennebec Yesterdays," published
by the Colby College Press in 1954
and how in its third printing!
The President feels that this history of Colby will be "a social and
intellectual contribution to New
England. " With Dean Marriner's
long acquaintance with Colby a / 'there
is no other man for the job. " Dean
Marriner graduated ¦from Oolby in
1913, and has been with the College
V
since 1932.
1063 Goal Set
Aside from the importance of an
up-to-date history, President Bixler
lias tho goal of the Development
Drive, 19(33, in mind. This date will
mark the 150th anniversary of Colby
College, and will bo the date toward
which Dean Marriner shall aim with
his book. If the development drive
is a success,' it will bo most important and natural that wo should havo
a good history on hand. , .
, Born in Bridgeton , Maine in 1891,
ho has spent most of his life in tho '
State of Maine. While at Colby ho
was president of the senior class, a
specialist in weights for tho track
team , and a debater. Ho was a member of Alpha Tuu Omega and Phi
Bofca Kappa. Tho Doan is now tho
chairman for , tlio State Board of
Education , on which ho has served
since 1049, Ho was President of tho
Now England Colleges Admissions
Board , 1936-4/) ; and is c| trustee of
Coburn Classical Institute j Higgins
Classical Institute and Loo Academy.
Besides "Konnohoq Yesterdays, " ho
is tho author of the "History of .
Hebron ". (1.921) ; "Jim Connolly and
of Gl
oucester " '
ilio Fishormiu^
(102D) .
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A Gift for Golby

"For Golby girls now and to come the alumnae and the friends have
given this building to Colby College." This quote3 found on the
plaque to the right of the entrance of the Women's Union aptly explains the purpose of the Union. Under the direction of Miss Louise
Flanders and the newly created Women's Union Committee, the
facilities of the Union have been expanded to include both men and
women of Colby in its plans.
It seems ironical to hear so frequently the lament that Colby offers
nothing in the way of recreation and relaxation on open weekends.
Too bad more students haven't come to realize the value of this
"new" building. For it is literally a "new" .building. More than a
place to scribble out a few soc notes or cram for a listening quiz, the
Union is a place for the recreation of Colby students. Miss Flanders
has recently invested in a completely new set of kitchen utensils,
crowned the addition of a new range . and refrigerator. Merely by
signing up for the use of this equipment anyone can have the use of
them. Adjoining the kitchen is one of the loveliest rooms on campus,
Smith Lounge. It can readily facilitate all kinds of card games, chess,
checkers, and scrabble. The newly purchased hi-fi phonograph is well
¦'Supplied with LP's. The gym is open fbr badixiinton, shiiff leboard; and
ping pong.
Another part of the program is the weekly Friday afternoon tea.
Faculty and students are encouraged to come for informal out-of-class
conversation and the inevitable garrie of bridge, along with tea and
cookies.
"
Miss Flanders has gone to no small expense of time, effort, and
money to provide these opportunities. The Union was built for a
purpose, as indicated in the plaque. Miss Flanders has interpreted
its meaning well. What the Union has to offer is there 'for the asking.
All you have to do is ask.

Letter to Editor

Dear Sir :

i -

In an age possessing the power of inthinkable destruction , it must
be the primary concern of every citizen of this country to establish
'international understanding, and to abolish the ever-present possibility
of war. The United States today is in a position to lead the way
towards peace, and it must meet this grave responsibility. We feel
that our present foreign policy, founded as it is on the struggle to
maintain supremacy, is leading us towards, rather than away from,
war. The outcome of every arms race in history has been war, and
this one is carrying us headlong in the same direction. The accumulation of military strength implies the threat .of using that strength as
a means' for protecting our interests. It is unthinkable that we fully
intend to unleash the destructive powers of our atomic weapons on
even our most bitter enemies. Yet even if we clo not intend this, and
our threat is a bluff , it is naive to suppose that this bluff will riot
eventually be called. When it is called , we will be compelled to carry
out our threats and the use of arms will cease to be a bluff. It will
^
be a necessity. Our race for military supremacy draws us inevitabl y
to the use of military power.
,
Ou r mili ta ry p oli cy has repeatedl y failed to achieve its objectives.
China and northern Indo-China have both become communist in
spite of such a policy ; military action in Korea has solved nothing.
Communism has continued to spread without regard for military
alliances. The growth of fear about us, reflected in the nervous
plunge into accelerated military production is an index of this expansion. We must come to the realization that our military policy
cannot halt this advance. The appeal of communism is ideological,
On the front we have failed to meet the communist challenge. Do we
f*cel that we have no strong alternative to offer the new nations of
Africa and Asia? W submit that there is much in the democratic
ideals of the United States to inspire these new nations. But instead of
'

Continued on Pago Seven

Admissions Deep
In Applications

by Corky ITitzpatrick
This is the time of year when Mr.
Bryan, the Director of Admissions,
and his extremely capable staff are
definitely pressed for time. From
now until the middle of April, when
acceptances and rejections are mailed
the people in the Admissions Office
will be working overtime reading
applications , interviewing students
and sending out questionaires. ¦
Last year the Admissions Office
handled 870 applications. This was
a substantial increase over the num/ber of applications received in 1955.
In fact, this large increase created
a crisis' in the Admissions Office ;
Mr. Bryan and the Administration
had to decide on some means by
which the large number of applications from students who were not
really interested in Colby could be
eliminated. After much discussion,
it was decided that, starting in
1956, any student who applied to
Colby would be required to take thf>
College Board Achievement Tests

It was also decided that any person
who applied for entrance would he
asked to submit a five dollar application fee. The Administration felt
that these two changes in the application procedure would stop many
of the "sight-seers" from applying,
while it would not discourage seriously interested students from applying.
.
As of February 21, Colby had
received 621 applications from men
and 603 from women. Although this
figure is below the total received hy
this time last year, i t is far above
the number received by the corresponding date in 1955. The decrease
is probably due, for the most par t,
to the, "sight-seer" group mentioned
aboveA s may easily he seen , the Admissions Office does an extremely
impor t an t jo b for tho college, for
which it definitely deserves to be
commended.

IMA Discusses
Foreign Pol icy

The International .Relations Club
invites tho student body to participate in a discussion program devoted
to key current issues in American
Foreign policy, •
y Tho "Decisions" pr ogram i s on e of
thousands of groups around tho
country, i n cludin g school s, churches,
labor groups and civic organizations ,
radio and television stations.
Tho idea behind this program is
simply to help public opinion play
its necessary vole in tho shaping of
American foreign policy, Tho starting point is current intern ational
problems, tho eight chosen for this
year hoing lis follows : How should
tho United States compote with Russia P What United , States policy
Continued on Pago Eight

Campus Comment
By George Welch
¦
*

/

'

i

At least superficially, the 1.957 Colby Religion . Convocation and
Religious Emphasis Week, of which that eveni.,.was the most prominent feature, are now things of the past; however/for those who were
fortunate enough to be in attendance at some or all of the meetings
of the Convbcatiqn, the historical fact of its completion should be
overshadowed by its more profound spiritual significance.
Of all the convictions expressed by the various religious leaders who
honored us with their presence, last week, probably the most f undamental one was the point stressed by Dr. Peter Bertocci of Boston
University in his keynote address, "What Do You Seek In Religion?"
—that God and man are searching together for greater creativity. His
speech began with a sharply defined contrast between two motivating
factors basic not only to religion, but also to the larger phenomenon
of life itself: the desire for security, and the desire for creativity. As
children we experience the desire for security, or rather fear of insecurity ; it is fundamental in our lives, and indeed we would not be
normal without it. But all too often we fail to overcome this fear of
insecurity, and the desire for creativity dies,. unfulfilled, as a fear of
creativity supplants it. God, however, is creatively insecure in His
own way ; He too, having created man in His own image, needs to be
created ; hence man and God together seek creativity in the search
we call religion.
>
At the conclusion of Dr. Bertqcci's address I' turned to a classmate
who had been sitting beside me,and found that our minds were running in the same channel ; for both of us, having read Aldous Huxley's
satirical novel, After Many A Summer Dies The Swan, had immediately associated the speaker's definition of the purpose of religion with
Huxley's mouthpiece, William Propter, who felt man should always
be striving "to achieve a definite union with God."
While writing this column, I sat back and reflected upon this same
speech again, thinking especially of the two types of fear about which
Dr. Bertocci had spoken. -His words carried me back to an event I
have known .only through recordings and photographs, yet as well as
if I had been there—back to that chilly gray day in 1933 when
Franklin Roosevelt stood on.the steps of the Capitol- and faced Chief
Justice Charles Evans Hughes to receive the oath of inauguration as
President of the United States and then reassured the troubled people
of a great nation, humbled by the Depression :' "The only thing we
haye to fear is fear itself . . ."
These are but two of the associations which . I have made between
my own meager sphere of knowledge and what seems to me the most
important single thought expressed in last week's Religious Convocation. Doubtless others of you were more impressed by some other conviction of the many stated , or made, different associations between
your own experiences and whatever impressed you most about the
Convocation. This is as it should be; diversity is only natural ; the
important point to be . made about Religious Emphasis Week in
general and the 1957 Religious Convocation in particular is not the
emphasis upon religion, as though it were played down , the rest of
the time, but the provocation of thought on the part of the individual.

Colby's Honor Societies
, Phi Beta Kappa

. Election to membership in the Phi Beta Kappa Society is generally
considered one of the highest academic honors which an undergraduate can attain. Each year, a select group of seniors is chosen to become
members of Colby's chapter, Beta of Maine, by a committee of
faculty members who belong to the spciety.
The Phi Beta Kappa Society was founded at William and Mary
College in 1776. Chapters were soon formed at other colleges,
notably Yale (1780), Harvard (1781), and Dartmouth (1787) .
Alpha of Maine was established at Bowdoin in /1825. In 1882 a
national constitution was drawn up and a Triennial Council instituted
to grant charters' to colleges that might wish to start chapters..
The Beta Chapter of Maine was formally chartered at Colby by the
fifth session of the Council on September 11, 1895. This was the
successful culmination of several decades of agitation by students and
faculty members for the founding of a chapter. Considerable credit
is clue to Professor J. William Black, who served on the Colby faculty
for over a quarter of a centuryv At firs t, students attaining a 90
average and in the top quarter of their graduating class were made
eligible f or membership. Earlier qualified graduates were also admitted on a retroactive basis. Later,' the necessary average was re¦ ¦
duced to 88.
' / '
¦ The present procedure for admission to the Colby chap ter is mor e
complicated. The Recorder presents to the chapter a lisi of seniors
in the top 15 percent of their class at the end of the first semester.
Each student's r ecord is examined carefull y for distribution of pourscs
and academic progress. The student's faculty adviser and other members of the facility with whom the student has taken courses are consulted as to the student's intellectual aptitude and interest. His actual
record , including men t ion of any infractions of the college rules, is
obtained from his Dean , Each member of the Membership .Committee
Continued on Pago Eight '"
'

Sfu 6 Reports

The regular , meeting of Student
Government was held on Monday
evening, February 25, in Roberts
Union. The Roll Call was given and
the secretary's report was read and
accepted. The treasurer reported
that funds on hand amount to $1,331.35. Loans outstanding are §200.
so total assets are $1,531.35.
Pete Lockwood reported that the
dates for Campus Chest are March
13-16. The variety show will be held
on Saturday night and the fair on
Friday, if there is room available for
it.
;
Mr.
Whalen
will round up the leftt
handed desks on campus and give
them to the janitor at the library

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

for the use of those students ¦who
v
want them.
Dean Nickerson reported that
comprehensive ' exams for seniors
cannot take the place of the regular
spring finals, since they serve a completely different purpose.
A plan was submitted concerning
the election of class officers. Instead
of the long and tedious class meetings each spring to nominate offic ers,
it was suggested that those interested in running take out nomination papers and get the approval of
some of their classmates. The plan
will be mimeographed and distributed among the student body before
it is rejected or approved.
The meeting was adjourned at 8
p.m.

by Dick Bibler

It 's not too late to hear the Eight. Come with us to Bermuda March 22nd. Deposits must be mailed
by March 1st. See anyone in Colby Eight.

Chapel Holds
Daily Services

*' Until ,tlie move up to Mayflower

P. & Fs Cast
For May 2
"King Lear" has been selected

Hill , chapel at Colby was compul- by Powder and Wig for production
sory for all students once a week.
Since then, because of difficulties in
the time schedule, chapel has become
entirely -voluntary. For the' first
fonr years oh the hill services were
held from Monday to Friday under
the direction of the chaplain. Two
years ago the responsibility of these
services was entrusted to the Interfaith Association, which changed the
schedule to the present one ; Tuesday to Friday 12:05-12 :25 p.m.
Canterbury Club, Channing Murray, Colby Christian Fellowship,
Hillel , and Student Christian Association are in turn responsible for
speakers for one week. The volunteer speakers , drawn from the student body, faculty, local clergy of
"Waterville and vicinity, and visiting
guests, represent various denominations and speak on subjects of their
own choosing. Any student or facul-

,,

•

May 2 and 3. A very ambitious undertaking, "King -Lear" has often
been compared to "Hamlet" from
the standpoint of literary merit and
difficulty of production.
Mr. Jellison says Powder and Wig
has decided to produce "King Lear"
because it represents a great challenge for a small amateur group. It
is a play which _Mr. Jellison feels
Powder and Wig can * perform adequately. As the play is not frequently produced in college or community theater , it will be a rare
occasion for Colby to see the play.
Like other Shakespearean plays,
"King Lear" has a rather complicated plot. The King of Britain ,
Lear, wishes to retire from the
ty member interested in speaking in
daily chapel is welcomed and should
see the Chaplain for information.

' .

.

throne, and decides to distribute his
holdings to his daughters on a basis
of how much each loves him. Goneril
and Regan, the two eldest daughters, falsely profess their great love
for their father and each, is given
a large grant. The third, Cordelia,
an honest , simple girl tells her father
sincerely that she loves him only as
any child loves her father. The King
is enraged and gives her . nothing.
Continued on Page Seven
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I The -" Echo" staff holds their !
' weekly meetings in preparation
i for the following week 's issue on
[ Wednesday afternoons at 4:00 in
[ the " EcSk ' office in Robert ' s
} Union. If you have any quesi tions about the " Echo " and what !
| you might do on the newspaper ,]
| drop in on us. Also , if there '
k should be anything that you !
[ would like aired in the way of !
[ campus questions , please drop us 1
>a line at the office , and we will!
the RIGHT, answers for ]
[ find out
T " " " ¦'
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They're all in Salem 'io refresh your taste. Asfc'for 'Salem-you'll love 'emt
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Who Am I V See 'Salesman' and 'Beast' Highlight Top
Next Week 's Echo Pro gram This Week On Campus
The film , "Death of a Salesman,"
will be shown in Averill auditorium
on March 2 at 7 p.m. and March 3
at 6 :30..p.m. Then on March 4 . a
film from the Pine Arts Series,
c 'Beauty and the Beast," will be
presented at 6 :45 p.m. and 8 :45

Willie, the Brooklyn salesman, in
"Death of a Salesman," i_ perhaps
a common example of the man who
destroys himself . through dreams.
Willie wanted everything for his
so n s , who were iris pride .in life. The
futility of his achieving everything
for his sons is one of the depressing
points in the plot. Willie had
worked for thirty years with his
company only to see it taken over by

p.m.
"Beauty and the Beast" is primarily intellectual with the use of symbolism. Lihe all legends, it is a
human strtigle between good and
evil. Belle is the one good character, a symhol of beauty and love.
She alone must contend against her
The
New
Puritan
j selfish, weal, and ugly family. "When
I| Restaurant. Inc.
j confronted with the Beast, it is
1
All Electric Cooking
I
Belle who conquers her fear, thus
1
Our Kitchen Is Open for
|
gaining the Beast's power and
I
Inspection at all Times
j wealth. The Beast, here, is repre.M aine
Waterville
j sented hy a majestic and kindly apI
•%,* +—Ki<^fymmcy mamo *^o *mmo ^B»o4n&o-mamc
— hm_.__m»?>
pearance rather than, terrible. Scenes
of the Beast and his castle are more
Tardif Jeweler
a picture of artificial grotesquesness.
- Waterville 's •
Simplified realism is captured, !
Sterling Headquarters
though, in' the beautiful scenes of
Agent for Towle — Gorham
Belle's home.
Wallace — International — Lunt
*
*
*
t
Reed and Barton — Heirloom

his friend' s son. The impersonal and
degrading characteristics of . mass
production can be seen in their effect
on a man caught in *the competition
of a machine age.
;¦

Wedding Gifts
J ewelry j
Watch Repair
j
Headquarters for
Sterling
Towle
l
¦
•

I

Michaud Jewelers

]

57 Mai n Street
________
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BERRY'S
STATIONERS

I

SUPER SHIRT
LAUNDRY

. |
j ;

BACHELOR!

i

I STUDIO GREETING CARDS

BUNDLE SERVICE

\

!

74A ELM STREET

i
<

I

Dry Cleaners

i

j

Telephone TR 2-5461
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ROYAL TYPEWRITERS

Sales — Service — Rental ¦ ..
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DENNISON SUPPLIES

170 Main Street
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FLO'S green house! Giguere's Barber Shop
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ARTISTIC CORSAGES
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and Beauty Parlor
Tel. TR 2-6021
146 Main Street
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SHIRTS

DRESS STYLES OR

SPORT STYLE S

PLAIDS — STRIPES — SOLIDS
A BRAND NEW ASSORTMENT
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Ever sirice Jack bought his new Sonic
V^^W* ' ^
CAPRI phonograph at the local
-J» '^ :'^SW^°^ \
college store—he s become the biggest
V< » *f ~ *V; ¦*¦!&
B M O C ever. You can join him and
\^ *~&*zi %.' ~x Vjl
be the biggest ever, too, for you
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can buy a Capri phonograph for as
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little as $19.95. This month's
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special buy is the Capri 550. It 's a
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portable 4-speed hi-fi phonograph gf
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with WEBCOR automatic changer, ff^l^w >
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Fea tures are twin speakers; a
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quality amplifier and a smartly
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PHILOSOPHY FOR TODAY
"You ask me why I smile," he said,
"When H-Bomhs hang above my head,
My car's a wreck ... my gal has fled
My money's gone . .. I'm in the red .. •
Why do I smile? ... You ask me why?
,
CHESTERFIELDS!THEY SATISFY!"
MORALt Everything looks bjright with
your Chesterfield alight! Cheer up
every fcmolring moment with more
real flavor, more real enjoyment.
Smile, friend ... with the smoothest'
tasting smoke today, packed more
smoothly by ACCU *RAY!
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The Store For Men and Boy a
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YOUR COLBY STORE ,
Wh ere You Can "Char ge it"

York for the final judging in May.
"Miss Spirit of St. Louis" will receive, besid es th e Aw ard , ¦a 1957
Hillman Minx convertible and alp.y
will be • given a screen test by
Warner Bros. Pictures. Both the
winner - and the runners-up will receive additional prizes including a
wardrobe from Fashion Creators of
St. Louis.
The judging committee includes
Ruth s Nichols, the world's most
famous aviatrix : Leonora S. Slaugh-

4

'
r :9* '

Haines : Sun.-Wed., March 3-6—
"Tie Rainmaker" starring Burt
Lancaster and Kathryn Hepburn is
one of the most unusual pix to hit
the American screens in years . . .
in color and VistaVision l
Thurs.-Sat., Feb. 28-Mareh 2—
"The Great Man" in Black and
White is the story of a "great" TV
personality . . . or is he really as
"great" as people think??? Arthur
G . . . was the subject from whom
Continued on Page Seven

ter, executive director of the Miss
America Pageant ; Ell en Chu rch, the
fir s*-, airline stewardess ; James' Stewart ; and Leland Hayward, who,
with Bill y Wilder, produced "The
Spirit of St. Louis" for Warner
Bras. Additional judges will be announced at a later date.
Margaret Graham, of th e Airlin e
Stewards and Stewardesses Association , is secretary of the Award
Committee.

Downtown Flicks!!!
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^

^asua ' Look-Arrow Style

This Arrow Squire sports a pattern with decided
a^^fliiif ^^^^^ *v * j & ? \
ffB^r
j $m \ freshness. Black on white available in three different
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ fe
slzec
5- New medium-spread collar has button
fe'd
** jp^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^m
^^
^^ ^
S
i\^ ^ ^
fr°n t plus button at back. Exact sleeve length.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
%\. ^own m
same shirt is also available in White Tartan
l^^^^s^^^^^^^^ f^^E^^K^ \
\
\ ^^is
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ K ,/ \" \—six new miniature plaids.) Arrow Squire,

^
^ S^
^
^
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Tab Hunter, Warner Bros. 'Movie star and Albert Clarke , theatre
executive, "nominate" Sally Mowery, American Airlines stewardess
as an entrant in the search for a "Miss Spirit of St. Louis" to commemorate, the 30th anniversary of the fli ght of General Charles A.
Lindbergh across the Atlantic in 1927. Golby students can also nomi- ,
note their favorite airlines' hostesses, (see story)
,\
Goalie Auriemma thwarts
Y E S ! !' .
Here is something for YOU to take note of . . . .
The 463000,000 annual domestic and overseas airline passengers can
now nominate their favorite airline stewardesses for the "Miss Spirit
of St. Louis" Award as the world's Ideal Airline Stewardess. The
Award will cemmemorate the 30th anniversary in May of this year
of Charles A. Lindbergh's epoch-making trans-Atlantic fli ght. The
g
Award winner, who will be one of?the 12,000 stewardesses now work-"'
ing for one of the more than 35 domestic and overseas airlines, will be
announced to coincide with the national release of Warner Bros.'
motion picture, "The, Spirit of St. Louis," starring James Stewart. •
Passengers can make nomination of their . favorite stewardesses
simply by sending the names to the airlines for which they work or to
the Airline Stewards and ..Stewardesses Association, 321 West 44th
Street, New, York City. ANY Colby College "high "fl yers" can be
of service. Please tak e notice.
On April 20th a stewardess from each airline will be chosen by a
preliminary jud ging committee. These semi-finalists will fl y to New

!
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, and there are 85 other valuable prizes now tied for.

,

Watervi lle
'

CLUE: This Catholic university for men,
conducted by Jesuit Fathers, is located in a
town , founded as a minion in 1777. The
university was opened in 1851.
CLUE: This women's college, founded in
1879, is affiliated with a famous university
for mon. It is named to honor an early
benefactor of tho men's university,

AROUND THE WORLD-r-or $5,000 cash . . .

¦ ¦

,
'

¦
¦

.

47 Main Street

¦
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'

j

LADI ES' APPAREL
.

ClUE: Benjamin Franklin participated in the
founding of this school. Later, the first university medical school in the country was
established here.
ClUE: This New England university was
chartered in 1869. A theological seminary,
founded in 1839, was its forerunner, and
was absorbed as the university's first department.
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All participants who completed the initial set
of twenty-four puzzles correctly are required
to solve a series of eight tie-breakers, in order
to compete for the prizes in tlie tie. Tie-breakers
four "and five are published herein and the
remaining three puzzles will appear in
successive issues.*
' .
Remember—first prize is a TOUR FOR TWO

EVELY N ' CARBINE ' S

)

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 5

HOLD UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED ALL EIGHT TIE-BREAKER S

CLASSI CAL
RE CORDS FOR ALL

|

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 4

College

POPULAR
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HERE ARE THIS WEEK'S TIE-BREAKERS IN
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"Come In and Browse Arpii nd"
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Regulars—Kings—or Filters...thoy taste ,tomfic..»
thanks to Old Gold's nature-ripened tobaccos... so
rich, so light, so golden bright. Buy A Carton Today!
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Dogged & Fiery
by Bill Bryan
The Public Address system rasped,
"The game will be delayed ten
minutes. " One of the downtown
alumni suggested- "Guess it was his
teeth." Another one commented,
with the air of one long accustomed
to seeing goalies eat flying hockey
pucks, "He'll be back all right!"
The crowd moved into the. foyer,
seeking; the warmth which the game
had , so far, failed to produce. Then
minutes later, a squat, Yogi Berratype figure, with a patch covering
the deep cut and a large space in
his mouth where two teeth had
stood a short while previously,
skated back between the poles of an
empty net. The fans thought to
themselves, "Another game, just another goalie showing his grit." But
is this c 'just another goalie?" Let's
go back—
December, 1955—Alf ond ArenaFreshmen hopefuls are greeted by
Coach Kelley. They're a pretty fair
squad, as small colleges go, particularl y f or one that has slip ped fr om
a top Eastern hockey power in 1940
to an informal status in 1954.
There wasn 't a single goalie in the
class of 200 men. But there is one
person who does come.out and volunteer—Robert A. "Tank" Auriemma.
Auriemma Learns Quickly
Experience ? None ! He didn 't even
own a pair of skates, and had never
been on a pair tn his life. Sure, he
played football, he was quite a fullback—considering his 5' 6" height
and 150 lb. weight—and had played
some good football during his high
school years at Memorial High in
New Jersey.
Yes, Bob-tried out for the hockey
squad—he stuck to it, and filled the
gap. His efforts helped the Colby
freshmen to compile a record of 11
and 1.
Now, it's 1956—the varsity is in
need of a goalie. Yes , once again,
Auriemma fills the bill. He spends
his free time down at the rink , always practicing—learning to be at
home .on the ice. This determined
young man works vigorously to learn
in a few short weeks what has taken
others years of experience to perfect. Once more, th r ough his eff orts ,
the Colby puckmen manage to complete a successful season.
Goalie Is Valuable
Tru e, a winning baseball ' te a m
necessitates a good pitcher,' just as
an experienced fullback is needed if
a football team is to meet with
success on the gridiron. But, go to
a hockey game and see what that
guy with the pads goes through,
Thon , you will realize just what this
guy "Tank" has done.
Years and years irom now you 'll
havo plenty of great goalies, to remember, along with a ho st of other
Colby sport's standouts. Thoro will
be many, but it would be hard ovor
to match or forget "th e Tank's"
example of team spirit and determination !

Varsity Pucksters
Vanquish M.I.T.
Cambrid ge, Fob. 22—Last Friday,

tho Colby Mul os traveled to Boston

to piny M. I, T. Tho Engineers
woro no match ' for tVio sharp shootin g Mules, wh o netted 7 goals. As
usual , tho Colby team collected
man y p en alti es and played about a
third of tho gamo shorthanded.
Th oro was a good-sir/.od Colby crowd
fr om tho Boston area ohooring for
tho pu okstors. Thoy had plenty to
choor about as Viguo and Megathlin each collected two goals and
Church , Goto, and Koltio oaoh tallied ono apioco. ! Oolby led 0-0 before M. I. T. scored twice. Oolby
scored lato in tho third period to
mako tho final score 7-2. Tho Mulos
woro aggressive and olovor, aijd
phiyed commendable hookoy in proparing for their big. tilt, with a Boston powerhouse—Northeastern ,

Moles Edge Bates
Oiiich Series Title

Mule Stickmeri Trip Northeastern
With 3rd Period Comeback Surge

Waterville, Feb. 23—Probably one t>f the most exciting athletic events ever to take place on the Hill
happened last Saturday night as the Golby hockey team tore back from a 2 goal deficit , ten minutes from
the final buzzer, and scored 5 goals to upset Northeastern, 8-5. As characterized by many of Jack Kelly's

players throughout the year, determination and inspiration played a
major role in this almost insurpassable task.
The first period flashed with outstanding hockey, *as both t eams
played at a terrific pace. Before
the large, enthusiastic , cr owd had a
chance to take their seats, Sophomore Bob Keltie tapped in Dick
Morrison's rebound to put Colby
ahead. Colby dominated the play
for the next 15 minutes and bombarded the. Northeastern goalie.
Finally, Colby's great captain , Guy
Vigue stickhandled through the defense and shot " cleanly past the
hapless goalie. Only two minutes
later , the Kelti-Morrison combination clicked again with Keltie notching his second goal of the night.
Ray Bell scored for Northeastern
with onl y 15 sec ond s left in th e first
period. Thus the first period ended
3 to 1.
The second period was unlike the
first , in that the game was dominated by defensive hockey . Fox and
Cot e thrill ed the crowd with th eir
bruising checks. Colby seemed $0
fall into momentary lapse as the

Mules were unable to get the puck
out of the zone. Where the defense
and forwards seemingly failed ,
Colby's goalie held the fort successfully. Bob Auriemma foiled many
Northeastern drives. He had many
saves , some flat on his back. Truly;
his exhibition of goal tending was
spectacular. Yet the best part of the
game was still to come!
In the hectic third period , Northeastern's powerful cogs started to
move. Within the 8 mixiute mark ,
Wenham and Cavanaugh, both allNew England choices, proved their
selection by putting .on a dazzling
display of hob-fey, ' with Wenham
getting the hat trick in. 8 minutes
and giving Northeastern a 4 to 3
lead. At the 14 minute mark , Cavanaugh seemingly put the game on
ice by pushing one past Bob Auriemma. The crowd also sensed defeat and started to moan. However,
the Mules, still determined to get
this big one, f ought back brilliantly
and almost chilled a dazed crowd by
their startling comeback. Bob Keltie, collecting his third goal of the
ni ght , swept' in front of the goalie
and made it 5-4 at 15:02.. Only 46

Frosh Quintet Downs
South Portland Squad

seconds later Don Megathlin lei; go
a twenty foot blazer that the goalie
never saw. The Mules caught fire as
Megathlin tied the score in this great
battle. Dick Morrison, playing his
greatest game for the Mules showed
his potential by scoring three quick
goals within three minutes. After
Dick _made the score 6-5 the crowd
yelled and screamed in excitement.
However, Dick still applied the pressure and before the crowd finished
cheering for his first goal , he had
scored two more making the final
score 8-5. This victory increased
Colby's hockey prestige tremendously by knocking off one of the
best teams in the East. The followers of Jack Kelly's Mules talked
about this win all week, but let them
prepare for another battle of two
hockey powers this Saturday. West
Point, ranked high in hockey circles ,
will play here on March 2 at 7 :30,
and this promises to |be just as
exciting as the Northeastern game.
The powerful cog of this outfit is
Rod O'Connor and Dick Hickey,
both outstanding players. But the
Military Academy will have plenty Of
trouble in stopping the Mules.

St. Doms High
Defeats Frosh

W ate r vill e, Feb. 23^-The Colby
Frosh suff ered its ...fifth los s o f th o
Waterville, Feb. 23—The Baby Mules made it 15 victories in a row season as St. Doms High School
last Saturday night when they triumphed over South Portland High avenged' a previous loss by beating
School, By the end of the half , the Baby Mules had a commanding Colby 4 to 3.
"Mo" Paradi s was the big gun
16 p oint lead , 44-28. Tho third
South Portland (61)
for the visitors as ho got two goals
period saw tho Colby lead expanded
G F P
in tho first period to give St.
Files
7
farther, In the final period tho
7 21
Doms a load they never relinquished.
scoring had slacked off ,, but Oolby
Donnell y
1 2 4
Bob
Fontaine scored .the othor two
put it oh ice at 77-61.
2 . 1 5
*
B"6gs,
goals, for tho winners, At 4:19 of
Am ong th o Freshman squ ad , Ed
Swanson
0
0 0
tho second period Bob Taitt sent Ray
Burke, Murohotti , a nd Boh Purd y
Oasold on
1 4
6
Pai'adis in cleanl y with a nice pass
woro standouts. Between thorn thoy
Heal
0 1 1
and Ray flipped tho puck over tho
sc or ed an amazin g 59 p oints and
2
0 4
. Richards
sprawling Dick Goto to put Oolby
off
56
rebounds
I
Burko
was
Hodgman
0
picked
I 1
back in tho game. Colby kept pass14
o
f
which
wer
e
t op sc oror with 19,
Qlarko
2
4 8
ing, try in g to get tho equaliser , but
floor,
Loon
Nolson
folfrom tho
Lobman
3 0 6
could
not click on any of its passes.
lowed Ed olosoly with 10. Purdy and
0, 0 0
Mi\cPhoo
'
'
Tho
Colby
hopes wore dimmed conMarohetti trained Loon with 14 and
Soulo
2 . 1 •5
siderably
when
at 19 :48 of tho
10 respectively.
'
p
eriod
,
John
Jud
g
e was banished t o
For tho Portland Oapors, Don
Total s
20 21 61
tlio
bastillo
for
hooking, and at
Files turned in an amazin_r 21 noints. Oolbv Frosh
If! A A Art 77
10:59
Fontaine
poked
in a - r eColby Frosh (77)
South Portland
15 28 47 61
bound,
from
jus
t
outside
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crease
G F P
Ref eree : Olsoon , Datsis , Timo :
St,
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to
1
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Rodon ,
Thoro wil l bo a mooting for all kept tho pressure on to score two
Nels on
6 4 16
Varsi ty An d Proshmon Go lf toam gon/ls , but tho boys from Lowiston
Pollack
1 1 3
prospoots this Monday , Marc h 4. alfio tallied ono to lcoop tho score
Marohotti
2
6 JO
in thoir favor. Taitt floored at 4 :06
Ccaoh Clifford will conduct tho
Zash
2 0 4
session In hlu office In tho - flold - of tho period with an assist going to
0 2 14
Purd y ,
Paradis , but Fontaine got his second
; houso at 3 :30 p.m.
Nigro
1
0 0 0
Roberts
1 0 2
A lthough practice will not bo- gonl . shortly aftor that to koop the?
0 0 0
Borb' rian
Bin until a later dato , it is Im- visitors ahond. Don "Wh itney soorod
tho final goal for Colby late in tho
lloso
1 0
2
portant for all Interested nsplrperiod.
! ants to attend this mooting.
Oontihtj od on P«go Seven
Totals . 21) 19 77

Lewiston, Feb". 22—The old Gray
Mule ''ain't" 'what she used to be
but Lee William' s boys can still take
good care.of any quintet in the State
of Maine. By " downing the Bates
Bobcats 72-69, Colby annexed her
seventh . consecutive \Maine State
Series title and her Eighth in the
last nine years. It might be added
that Bates,.Bowdoin, and Maine face
no apparent alleviation since half of
the squad is composed of experienced
sophomores who will pace the team
for the next two years.
Colby started slowly and trailed by
five points at the half, but took the
lead at' the five minute mark of the
second half and they were never
headed) although it was touch and
go to the wire. Charlie Twigg had
19 points to lead all . the scorers
while Larry Cudmore had 15; Tony
Ruvo had 13, and John Edes contributed 12.
Sparked predominantly by the
deadly set shots of Jackie Hartlib,
Bates appeared capable ' of springing
an upset, • but Twigg and Edes
auicklv eot things under control.
Hartleb tallied*14 points and Bobby
Burke I led the Bobcat attack with
^
18. A basket and two converted
foul shots by Bob Kopehains , with
two minutes remaining put the game
out of reach. Once again, it's hats
off to Coach Lee Williams. Captain
Charlie Twigg, and each member of
the team for successfully defending
the State Championship.
Colby (72)
1

Cudm or e

G
3

F P
9 15

4

4 12

3
0

Campbell
Neri
Edes
Hendricks
Twigg
Kopehains
Ruvo

S
0

'

9
0

0
0 '€
7 5 19
1 2 4
6 1 13

24 24 72
Totals
Bates (69)
'

Schroder
Hartleb
Cand elm o
Callender
1
Sutherland
O'Grady
Feld
' Burke

G

F

P

0

2

2

0

0

3
6

3 9
2 14

3 0
6
5 ? 5 15
0
5 5
,

0

7 ' 4 18

Totals
24 21 69
Referees :, DonnellanN, Segadelli
Time: 2-20's
Wat ervill e, Feb. 23 — The Mules
hav e undoubt edly dominated State
Series play, as their record of recent years have' consistently shown.
However, compared to their seven
wins and one los s within th e stat e,
th e t eam c ould do littl e better than
win fiv e and lose t en outsid e th e
state, ' v It is true that Oolby has
tackled somo. pretty tough clubs for
thoir out-of-state competition. Connecti cut , Dar tm outh , and Brandeis
rank among the top 'quintets in New
England. But the Mulos fell to thoir
worst def eat of tho season in being
blasted by a St. Michael' s powerhouse, 87-51. The thirty-six point
sprejid is indicative of the complet e
dominance of tho Purple Knights,
Kuchar , Grotlcowski , Demnoad , C-oph'cki and company s. cored prett y
much at will and tho outcome was
never reall y in doubt. Billy Kucha r
hit on nine of his twenty field goal
attempts, Hank Gretlcowski , a candidate ' for all Now England honors
was sovbn for thirteen • and Bornio
Gioplicki tallied on ton of ln's
seventeen shots from tho floor.. TwigP!
Continued on Puro Eight
VARSITY HOOKEY
' Colby 7 , M. I. T. 2
Colby 7, Nor t heastern 5
VARSITY BASKETBALL
Colby 72, Bates GO
s ft7 , Colby 01
( St. Michael'
FR OS H BA S KE T BALL
Colby 77 , South Portland 01
FR08H H OC KEY
St. DomlnlOB 4, Colhy 3

P & w

Continued from Page Three
The King of France sees her worth
'
and marries her.
Goneril and Regan;,, their husbands, and the King's son wish to
get rid of the King. A series of
events causes the King to become
insane and to realize that he has
made a mistake. Jealousy on the
part of the two sisters, Goneril " and
Began, results in their eventual
death. In the true style of tragedy,
a fatal flaw is the ruination of everything. Hers, it is a belated order
to save Cordelia's lj fe. Her death
breaks the heart of King Lear , and
he dies in an attempt to revive his
faithful daughter.
The cast las been announced as
follows : King of France, Bob Pettigrew ; Duke of Burgundy, George
Welch ; Duke of Cornwall, Carlos
Davila ; Duke of Burgandy, Dan
Yett ; Duke of Kent , Warren Weitzman ; Duke of Gloustex, Dick Stratlson ; Ednrand,
ton ; Edgar, Jim Rui
Ralph Weston ; Oswald, Tom Totman ; Fool, Burt Angrist; Lear,
Walter Dainwood ; . Doctor , Dick
Phili ps; Old Man, Larry Douglas' ;
Gentleman, Ted Crane ; Others :
Rusty Higgins, Doug Miller, Don
Mordecai, Dave Trevitt ; Coneril,
Glady Frank ; Regan, Anita Falter ;
Cordelia , Leslie Wyman, Mr. Jellison
will direct the production assisted by
Ted Crane.

LETTER TO T H E EDITOR

through March 16 at the State !

country is founded. Can we talk to pression of public opinion received by

Continued from Page Two
the Arabs about democracy and free- niEu! in Washington has been eight
This highly controversial Italian import stars - Gina Lollobrigida in the showing to the world the strength of dom while still supporting the abso- to one against such an involvement.

title role!!!
Opera House: Fri.rSat., March
1-2—"Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
starring Henry Fonda shares the
double billing with "Shepherd of the
Hills" with John Wayne . . . two
oldies in T'color!!
Sun.-Mon., March $-4 — "That
Certain Feeling" gives everyone a
funny feeling when Bob Hope and
Eva-Marie Saint get together in this
Paramount pic . . . co-starring with
"Lucy Gallant" with Jane Wyman
and Charleton Heston!! 1
'
Tues.-Wed., March 5-6 — "To
Catch a Thief" is the thrilling Hitchcock offering taking place on the
French Riviera . . . with Cary Grant
and Grace Kelley producing the
spills and thrills ! "Scarlet Hour" is
the second feature.
Thurs .-Sat., March 7-9—'Artists
and Models" displays a great deal of
feminine pulchritude along -with the
zany antics of Martin and Lewis ;
George Gobel and Mitzi Gaynor are
the stars of the co-feature . . . .
"Birds and the Bees"!!!
o
That's about the story for this
week, fans!! Don't forget "Two on
the Aisle" each Thursday evening at
7 :45 p.m. on WMHB for the latest
from Hollywood. Until next week,
then, this is Stan Moger flicking out.

WHAT' S AT THE FLICKS
Continued from Page Five ,
the story was drawn ! This Jose
Ferrer'starrer is a MUST/for all entertainment fans . . . Sharing the
twin-bill is "Stagecoach to Fury"
starring Forrest Tucker and Marie
Blanchard!!!
State : March 3-5,- Sun.-Tues.—
"Lust for Life" is the biopic of Van
Gogh, the famous artist , who led
such a merry and unusual life in
Holland . . . starring Kirk Douglas
as Van Gogh in color and C'ansp !
Mr. Magoo performs in "Trailblazer
Magoo" along with another short
short subject "Wonders of Man••
hattan" in C'inspHf
Wed.-Sat., March 6-9 — "Voodoo
W oman" stars Maria English and
' 'The Undead'' stars Pamela Duncan
in the DOUBLE-HORROR-SHOW
this week! 11 (Very poor single . . .
ROTTEN doubles!!! )
EXTRA!!! vWomen of Rome"
will begin March 14 and will run

our way of life , we show them a mili- lute monarch King Sa,ud ? With our
tary policy deeply in conflict with military outlook we cease to view the
the very ideals upon which this nations of Asia and Africa as homes
of human beings , to whom our moral
ST. DOMS HIGH
standards apply. This very way of
Continued from Page Six
thinking Avill lose the respect , friendWith less than a minute to play ship, and cooperations of these naColby pulled Pet MacFarlane from tions for us.
the nets in a desperate effort to tie
We have just witnessed another
the game, but St. Doms tight decolossal
failure of policy based on
fense held the Mules off. Saves in
military
force.
Let us not repeat the
the game -were 23 for Mac_Farlane,
mistakes
of
Britain
and France in
and 27 for Cote and Guerin.
the Middle East. Such action will
IMPROVED DEMERIT
cripple us in the ideological struggle,
Continued from Page One
and place us in immediate danger of
the total war which we cannot afford .
•courts.
To our militaristic foreign policy is
The entire system is an adult apnow
to be added the Eisenhower docproach to the violations which occur
trine
committing us to military inmost frequently and is an equitable
volvement
in the Middle East. Exsystem for. college women.
.
.
.
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j Harold J. Berdeera
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We feel it cur responsibility as citizens of the United States to add to
this manifestation of opinion. As
students we have the unique opportunity to do so. If you feel as we do:
1) Write individual letters to your
senator, expressing yqur views.
2) Urge yonr student government to
draft a petition against our policy
in the Middle East, to be sent to
the President .
Committee of Wesleyan Students
John S. Mann , Chairman

College Men and Women "
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MULES EDGE
Continued from Page/Six
and Cudmore led Colby scorers with
thirteen and twelve points respectively.
Colby (51)

Cudmore
Kopehains
Campbell
Neri
Edes
Grimm
'
Ruvo
Cohen
Twigg
Hunt
«»

G F P
6 0 12
1 1 3
3 1 7
0 0-0
.0 4 4
0 2 -2
2 3 7
1 1 3
5 3 13
0 0 0

Totals
18 15
St. Michaels (&7)
G F
St. Peter
0
0
9
2
Kuchar '
Wagr'rski
1 4
1 0
Spyc'lsky
7
5
Gretk'sky
Denmead
5
1
10
1
Cr'licki
4
0
Nic? demo
Totals

j____ MHHinHnaa ____ HnaaHHMViHMB
EHia ,

37

Breckenridge, Bridgma.n and Machemer (Executive Committee), Messrs.
Gillum, Barlow, Gillespie and G-.
Smith and Mrs. Zukowski (Membership Committee), Mrs. Larson,
President Bixler , Vice President
Eustis
and Messrs.
Chapman,
Weber, Re, Cary, Spiegel and Ray.'
WEEKEND FOR CAMPUS
Continued from Page One
started off with a contest for guessing the mystery man , Mr. Campus
Chest. Clues will be given out daily.
The winner of this contest will be
announced Saturday ni ght and h e
or she will be the happy recipient of
a tri p to Paris ! A tag sale will be
conducted in the Spa and other
activities will be sponsored by
various organizations throughout the
week. Friday ni ght Campus Chest
will sponsor a fair in the Women 's
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March 5 - 6
To Catch A thief
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Scarlet Hour
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WHAT IS THE NOISE IN A
BOWLING AttEY ?

j erry eichleh.

You 'll Look Smart In i
A Pringle Holmspun !
Matching Yarn and j
Tweed Set Direct
from Scotland

: THE YARN
SHOP
|
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' Academy Award Nominee •
J
The- Life of Vincent Van G-ogh ]
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Starts WEDNESDAY .
Maria English Tom Conway
"VOODOO WOMAN "
2nd New Hit
Richard Garland
"THE UNDEAD"
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MESSAGE to Botany majors : today's lesson is:easy. No
spore lore, plant cant or stalk talk. Just the fact that
Luckies' fine tobacco is A-l Puff Stuff! This information
you graduate,You
but it'll cue . you' to the best
won't help
you
ever had.
smoking
see, fine tobacco means
better taste. A Lucky is all fine tobacco . '. . nothing but
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED , to taste
even better; Why settle for less? You'll say a Lucky is
the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
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IN POKER, WHAT IS A SHY KITTY?
jwfc i, _______

WHAT IS A TALL, BONY NORTHERNER?
' . .. ..

USE TO WASH WINDOWS?

1
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WHAT WOULD A SOOTH SEA ISLANDER

Bobby Lobby
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Luckies Taste Bett er
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"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER ;;; CLEANER,FRESHE R,SMOOTHER!
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Burt Lancaster
Katherine Hepburn
in "THE RAINMAKER"

MRS. frank oliver.
j

Harbor Barber

Starts SUNDAY
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FROM WHOM CO SAILORS GET
HAIRCUTS?

cS uTvEnslrv

134 Main Street

Fred J. Ro ssignol

NORTH TEXAS STATE COLL,

a

' .Jose Ferrar in "THE GREAT MAN"
j
I
plus
!
I Forres Tucker in "STAGECOACH to FURY"

i

N. Y. STATE COLL. . FO R TEACHERS

ENGLISH POLICE STATION?
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March 3 - 4
That Certain Feeling
Lucy Gallant

ibvino peterson ,
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Shepherd of the Hills

mile hike through- West China, observing for .the Institute of Current
World .Aff airs .
Since 1925 Mr. Hopper has taught
history and government at Harvard .
He is a contributor to many current
periodicals and is an author of
several books ' on Russia and China ,
including .'Potentials of Soviet Foreign Policy "^ and "The War for
Eastern Europe." In the future Mr.
Hopper will give a four months
series of lectures in Europe sponsored by the International Education
Exchange of the U. S. State Department.

1 fp

March 1 - 2
j
|
Trail of the Lonesome ft

ff
fj

NOTICE
The faculty has voted that no
classes shall meet on Tuesday,
April 9, because of the Comprehensive Examinations. This means
the omission . of evening seminars
and similar evening classes on
April 9 as well as the day-time
classes.
Seniors should clearly understand that the ' taking of comprehensives on April 9 does not exempt them from course examinations at the end of the year. The
purposes of the compretiensives
and of the course examinations
are entirely different , and both
must be taken.

!
\
I
!

speakers, program articles, special
fact sheets , the participants will exchange views freely arid arrive at
conclusions regarding United States
policies. The I. R. C. may then send
its conclusions to policy makers, in
Washington.
The . sessions for this program will
be held in tbe Women's Union on
Wednesday at 3 p.m. for the next
FOREIGN POLICY
eight weeks of classes. Further inContinued from Page Two
formation' ori this program should be
should be adop ted for Europe and procured from Carlos Davide, the
Germany? What are the American President of the International Restakes in the Middle East ? How lations Club.
should the United States deal with
R ed Chin a ? Is the Un ited Stat es f or
H A R V A R D PROFESSOR
or against colonialism? Are neu- • Continued from -Page One
tralists against the United States ? material for this record. While servWhat should the United States mili- ing the American Legation in Stocktary strategy be in the nuclear age ? holm , Mr. Hopper made a number
How much trade, how much aid ?
of trips through Russian and Chinese
With the aid of mass media, territory and once made a thousand
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HONNOR SOCIETIES
Continued from Page Two
presents a written report on each
stud ent , with a recommendation as
to whether or not he should be admitted. The Membership Committee
then meets and, after studying the
reports carefully' votes for the acceptance or rejection of each student.
All Colby faculty members belonging
to Phi Beta Eappa vote finally on
the report of the Membership Committee, decisions, being by a simple
majority. No attempt is made to
distribute membership in regard to
major , sex or professional inclination.
•
":\\
Faculty members of Phi Beta
Kappa include Dean Marriner
(President), Mrs. Comparetti (Vice
President) , Mr. Either (Secretary),
Mr. Pullen (Treasurer), Messrs.

1

Union which promises to be as much
fun as ever. Saturday night the
Hangout is sponsoring the new talent packed show, 'Highlights of '57"with their theme as the roaring
twenties.
The goal has been' set at ' $1,500.
so let's all come out and support
Campus Chest.
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